
Project Idea University Project Description Skills/Area of Interest 

Podcast on ESG UGA Recording a series of podcast on ESGs, particularly ESG reporting to the EU Commission, with 

interviews of specialists. (This relates to sustainable managment of companies in Europe) 

Sustainable development, ESG, 

Refugees, Entrepreneurship, Economics 

and Managment 

Robot Competition UGA Participation in events where teams compete in robot matches. Seeking collaboration with a Unite! 

network partner university through the Seed Fund Initiative. More detailed project description in 

progress. 

Robotics 

Electric Motorcycle 

Competition in a World 

Championship  

 

UPC - 

ESEIAAT 

Designing, manufacturing and developing an electric competition motorcycle that speeds up to 

210km/h and competes with different universities in the MotoStudent international championship, 

particularly in the VIII edition. 

Mechanics, CFD, Electronics, 

Aerodynamics, Marketing... 

Unite! Challenge on Digital 

Manufacturing 

UPC Challenge for Unite! Students proposed by Unite! SMEs for the design of an industrial part using 

digital manufacturing. 

Digital Manufacturing, Design 

Cooperation with Tororo 

(Uganda) 

UPC - 

ESEIAAT 

Cooperation with the Agururu school in Tororo. Teaching how to build wheel chairs with affordable 

materials, general carpentry, and other technical skills. Raising funds to provide necessary materials 

to the community.  

Sustainable development, cooperation, 

engineering 

International training 

program for students 

“Versatile Engineers of the 

future” 

Wroclaw Tech The project aims to provide training opportunities to students from UNITE! universities on various 

leadership, soft and those related to project management skills. The project would be based on the 

several-day "training camps" in the country of each partner. They would focus on three aspects: 

training, exchange of experiences between people from different student organizations, and getting 

to know what a given partner organization does on a daily basis. 

 

Training courses, leadership 

"Unite! Poster Contest on 

Architectural Energy for 

Sustainable Development" 

 

Polito 

 

This poster contest aims to get advanced ideas from bachelor, master and PhD students to make 

contributions to architectural energy for sustainable development. The main topics include architectural 

design in the energy aspect, green building with health, sustainable design in buildings, advanced 

methods for architectural energy, demonstration design projects, but not limited to these. 

Architectural Design 

Sustainable Development 

Energy Efficiency 

Environmental Sustainability 



 

Dronethon and flying 

competetion 

Wroclaw Tech We want to organize a drone hackathon (building and coding) at our place, and we are looking for a 

partner to conduct the competition as missions in their country. 

Engineering, Drone technology 


